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Tensioning Solutions Banner Stretching frames give sign professionals the 
flexibility to design, fabricate and install small to large frames (> 5,000 Sq. Ft.) for 
interior and exterior graphics using banner material. A new product, The TS2985, 
was designed to allow stretching any textiles without capital investment or 
dedicated personnel. Our Banner Stretching frames allows displaying graphics 
made of different materials such as printed vinyl (plain or mesh), fabric, canvas, 
poplin, polyester and even DuPont™ Tyvek®. 
 
Tampa, FL - Tensioning Solutions announces the launch of the new TS2985. This 
product is an association of two products.  
An aluminum SEG extrusion (TS29SEG) with a NEW PVC extrusion (TS85) designed to 
grip the textile and stretch it.  
It is designed for small to medium rigid frames (Maximum size 11' x 11') destined to be 
hung (Wall or ceiling) and for wall-mounted mid-size and large interior frames for 
stretched textiles without size limitations. 
 
Our Textile Stretching frames allows displaying graphics made of different materials 
such as printed vinyl (plain or mesh), fabric, canvas, poplin, polyester and DuPont™ 
Tyvek®. 
 
This textile stretching frame is ideal for numerous applications (Interior only): 

• Architectural frames (any sizes) 
• Stores and malls decoration 
• Building or company halls and 

lobbies 
• Supermarkets 
• Exhibition booths / Banners 

 

• Museums / Exhibits 
• Indoor Billboards 
• Lobbies, Hallways 
• Board rooms 
• and more... (See our web site) 

 

 
For additional information on the Textile Stretching Frames from Tensioning Solutions 
contact Michael Cormon (mcormon@tensols.com) or 
visit http://www.tensioningsolutions.com/ts2985.html.  
These products are protected by international patents and are available for shipping 
to sign professionals only. 
 
About Tensioning Solutions Inc. 
Headquartered in Tampa, Fla., Tensioning Solutions is dedicated to providing 
versatile, easy to install and change framing solutions. Its cost-effective approach 
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allows signs professionals to design, fabricate and install signs of any sizes and shapes 
and be very competitive. Tensioning Solutions was founded in 2011 by Michael 
Cormon, a sales and marketing professional with over 20 years of experience. 
 
Tensioning Solutions 
16517 Lake Heather Drive 
Tampa, Florida 33618 
Phone: 813-995-5256 or +1 800 436 8242 
 
E-Mail: mcormon@tensols.com 
Website URL: http://www.tensols.com 
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